
One Way: Cultivating 
Loving Awareness



You are invited to listen to the story of our project.

Let's live loving awareness and 
share it in inspiring ways so that 
many people join in and carry it on.
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How to give it a “Face”
The Essence of Ekayana
expressed in Graphic Design



The 3 sections with 3 colors evoke the mantra 
OM A HUNG which represents Body, Speech, and 
Mind as well as the three dimensions of 
Awakening: open – dynamic – manifest.

The warm grey of the Body connects to the earth 
and simplicity.

The red colour of Speech stands for love, light, 
vitality and joy.

The sky blue of the Mind connects to space and 
openness.

The circle shows the essential unity of the 3 
vehicles: Ekayana, which means "One Way" or 
"One Vehicle" of Awakening. Its spacious, 
luminous centre, like a moon disc, represents the 
heart mind of compassionate wisdom. Its shiny 
openings show awakened activity going 
everywhere as ungraspable loving awareness.
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Our Design
The Ekayana Logo
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Ekayana Institute for 
Contemporary Buddhism

A non-profit and multi-benefit organisation
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Offering a liberating
understanding of one's own 
heart-mind to everyone
Key Motivation



To clarify the basic outline of the Institute we used simple post-its and the 
above unique canvas mandala.

Ekayana: An evolving mandala
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Collaboration process

WHY: The key motivation of the Ekayana team is to make 
the age-old liberating discovery of our heart-mind as the 
seat of awakening, available to present and future 
generations of practitioners.

HOW: With this motivation, the Institute offers a large 
range of activities in the field of education and mind 
training to stimulate an ever-deepening understanding. 
No one knows how the coming times will develop, but we 
will meet the arising needs from the perspective of loving 
awareness.

WHAT: The retreat centre "Grüner Baum" is the starting 
point and life force of the Institute, since there an in-
depth training is possible over several years. But long-
term retreats are only one of the many activities inspired 
by the Ekayana Institute. The Ekayana understanding ---
that there is but one way to awakening: loving awareness 
(Skt: bodhicitta) --- encompasses all areas of life.

WHO: Ekayana practitioners from various countries, with 
years of intensive training, will continuously develop 
further applications of the Ekayana understanding in 
response to the needs of their times. Always on the move...
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The outer form of the Ekayana Institute needs to be in 
harmony with its essence, the deep wish to help everyone 
develop loving awareness. As we posted our heart wishes in 
this circular, holistic diagram they revealed the Institute's 
invisible structure like a mandala.

The physical form of the retreat house Grüner Baum is like a 
"footprint in space" of the Ekayana idea. So, we made this 
idea crystal clear before finalizing the renovation plans. We 
then worked our way through the five project 
development steps below and still continue to refine their 
application.

1. Defining and upholding the Ekayana essence
2. Expressing the Ekayana vision, values, mission, and 

promises through a fitting visual and verbal identity, 
spatial design, architecture, website etc.

3. Taking care that interactions and activities with others 
are in harmony with the essence

4. Getting to know the audience and what various people 
need to progress on their path

5. Serving these needs by initiating and maintaining 
beneficial projects

The aim is to convey an easily perceptible, coherent image 
of Ekayana as an identifiable "persona" to all who meet it.
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Essence expressed in form
Collaboration process
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The Ekayana essence cultivating loving awareness
(Sanskrit: bodhicitta) --- expressed in its vision, values 
and intention --- is the driving force for all activities and 
the single most important reference in the Ekayana community.
It is the basis for the organisational culture, ethics, 
decisions, and services of the Institute.

We ensure that all team members have a common understanding 
of these important basic tenets and collaborate accordingly. This 
is important, because even small differences in basic perspective 
may render the implementation of new ideas difficult.

Our goal in whatever we do is to ask ourselves first: How can I act 
with loving awareness? Then, connecting first to loving
awareness, we take care of all tasks --- from the first idea up to the 
result.

Loving awareness is the best soil for every idea, 
for all our practice, for every interaction,

and for all future results!

Collaboration process
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The Bodhicitta mandala

Buddha
Dissolving all 

veils (limiting patterns),
awakening all qualities

Dharma
Developing 

a liberating under-
standing of our heart 

mind and
sharing it

Sangha
Connecting 
teachers and 

practitioners, receiving 
the blessing of 

authentic lineages

Bringing 
forth jewels of 

dharma (people 
and texts) in a 

changing world

Stimulating the 
experience of 

Awakening in future
generations and 

centuries

Furthering values 
of friendship: 

deeply
connected,

simple, open,
a good sense of 

humour

Respecting all living 
beings, their life, 

health, and 
buddha nature

Developing 
a community of people 

deeply rooted in the dharma 
and connected through

spiritual friendship

Enabling 
deep insight

through
study, 

contemplation 
and meditation
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Buddha
Dissolving all 

veils, awakening 
all qualities

Dharma
Sharing 

a liberating
understanding

Sangha
Connecting 
teachers and 
practitioners

Respecting 
all living 
beings

Furthering
values 

of friendship

Bringing forth 
jewels 

of dharma

Stimulating 
the experience 
of Awakening

Enabling deep
insight

Developing a
community

Offering a 
contemporary approach to 

Buddhism fitting to our 
needs and conveying true 

blessing

Strengthening
self-confidence and 

wisdom; promoting team 
spirit while enhancing inner 

autonomy

Communicating authentic 
dharma from direct 

experience

Meditating and teaching 
the essence of each dharma 

approach, not focusing 
on formal aspects

Offering easy-to-
understand translations of 
traditional teachings into 

western languages

Offering 
practitioners individual 

support on their path; helping 
them with emotional patterns

Developing an in-
depth knowledge of the roots of 

traditional transmission

Maintaining the non-
sectarian view of One 

Way concerning all 
dharma

Developing 
an effective practice 

of loving awareness in 
all areas of life

Applying the intention 
and true meaning of the 

dharma to all aspects of life

Practicing natural, 
relaxed meditation in the 

awareness of the true nature of all 
experiences – Mahamudra

COMMITMENTS



The central activity of the Ekayana Institute is to transmit 
the well-tested Buddhist teachings (the "Dharma") in an 
easily understandable, contemporary form. This is done first 
through personal practice, and then through inspiring and 
accompanying others.

For the teachings to be well received and integrated, a 
flourishing community of people practising together (a 
"Sangha") is indispensable, as well as a connection of trust 
and inspiration to authentic masters and lineages.

Indeed, digitalisation offers new opportunities to connect 
people across the globe, but we also need to connect 
personally with links of friendship, like a family, to support 
each other. This will be a major task to accomplish!

As the luminous circles in the periphery indicate, we realize 
that vision by reaching out to more people than those 
involved in the core activities of intensive personal practice, 
group retreats and teacher training. This could be other 
dharma groups, teachers, translators, partners, 
organisations, hitherto unused media, writers, editors, 
creatives, and so on. We see ourselves working together with 
many others in a common journey towards a wholesome, 
respectful life on this planet: Collaboration in process!

A community of practitioners with 
various activities

Interacting
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Activities

Collaborations

Collaborations and activities creating new 
”Bodhicitta stars” in the universe. 



VISION: Loving Awareness sows innumerable wholesome seeds in the minds of everyone. As we water them, they sprout,
and new social projects and collaborations arise, benefitting everyone, integrating the path of Awakening into further areas.

New formats of communication will be tried as well as new creative ways of raising the necessary funds.
We are determined to continue based on donations, because this gives freedom of action, free of personal interest.

• Collaborating with organisations or companies realigning 
themselves in a benefit-for-all vision

• Developing new audio-visual teaching formats that make 
contemporary Buddhism easily accessible

• Cooperating with educational institutions and offering special 
trainings ourselves

• Training specialized teachers in different areas to enable a 
transfer of the knowledge of the mind into new areas: society, 
economy, ecology, politics, business, health, spirituality...

• And all the time we engage in the Ekayana core activity: 
Accompanying intensive practice in retreat and in active life
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Sowing seeds 
of love and 

wisdom

Watering the 
garden with joy 

and 
perseverance



The Ekayana Institute receives professional support:
Ø A project manager coordinates all areas of project 

development.
Ø She serves as a personal interface for the arising questions 

and creates a digital platform for all teams to collaborate.
Ø Experts in user experience design rework the website and our 

visual communication. 

These changes include:
• barrier-free access to the media library
• simple, intuitive access to all information on courses, retreats, 

news, and activities
• enhancing participation of the larger community
• opening new opportunities for exchange
• Creating a holistic corporate design
• developing agile, organizational structures as a fertile ground 

for future innovations

Much of this work --- here and elsewhere in Ekayana --- is offered 
free-of-charge by highly competent professionals! Thank you!!!!

Steps on the journey
Collaboration in process
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Seeing it as a Tree 
bearing many fruits
Perspectives for the future



The retreat house is called ”Green Tree" (Grüner
Baum) for over 100 years --- what an inspiring 
coincidence! We immediately adopted the old name, 
since it connects so well with our vision.
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Roots: Authentic 
Wisdom Transmission

Trunk: Retreat places for 
deep study and meditation

The Institute has its roots in 2.500 years of Buddhist 
transmission. From this lineage comes the nectar 
nourishing the deep study and meditation of dedicated 
long-term meditators. As they grow into maturity, they 
offer individual guidance, teach groups, translate and 
edit texts, and guide the practice of the next 
generation.

Therapeutic 
approaches

Fruits: Various Activities
Blossoms: Wonderful Practitioners
Leaves: Manifold Interactions

Individual 
guidance

Publishing 
house

15.04.22

Retreat in 
everyday live

Media 
library

16

Public courses, 
online events



Ekayana wishes to inspire as many people as 
possible to plant and water their own independent 
yet mutually nourishing trees of loving awareness.
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We thus become a big forest of trees, whose fruits 
nourish many areas of society all over the planet. 
Benefits continue multiplying everywhere...
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Evolving Activities
An Overview
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Engaging in 
multidisci-

plinary
projects

Using
multimedia

to 
communicate 
the dharma

Offering 
teachings, 

live and 
online

Guiding 
individual 
retreats at 

home

Guiding long 
individual 

retreats in a 
group

Cultivating 
our roots: 

Maintaining 
close contact 
with masters 
and lineages

Encouraging 
healing of 

body, mind 
and nature

Primary Activities
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Multi-
disciplinary

Projects

Using 
Multimedia

Offering
Teachings

Retreats at 
Home

Retreats in a 
Group

Cultivating 
Roots

Encouraging 
Healing

Deepening
connection 
with nature

Taking care of one's 
own health through 
physical activity and 

healthy food

Collaborating with 
mental health 
projects like 
Windhorse

Exchanging with 
and learning from 
the yoga tradition

Participating in 
Essential

Psychotherapy

Participating in 
encounters, practices, 

and projects of the 
larger sangha

Offering conditions 
for many years of 

intensive practice in 
a group

Group study and 
teaching in 

retreat with Q&A
Offering retreat 

and study 
material

Giving 
full transmissions 

of practices and 
traditional texts

Telephone 
and video 

guidance for 
personal 
practice

Supporting 
individual 
and group 

study

In-depth study 
courses over 
several years

Introductory courses 
on general dharma

Group retreats to 
learn and deepen 

meditation

Mahayana mind 
training courses

Courses for people 
interested in 

Vajrayana

Translating original 
texts of the Tibetan 

lineage

Videos, audios, 
YouTube channel, 

podcasts, and website
Digital media 

library (pdf, audios)

NORBU editions 
(books and 

practice texts)

Supporting 
authors and 
translatorsParticipating in the 

reforestation of the 
planet (Tree Nation)

Participating in 
social and political 

transformation 
projects

Developing new approaches 
to economy, education, 
healthcare, and ecology

Collaborating 
with academic 

researchers

Blog essays on 
contemporary 
Buddhism and 

society

Secondary activities sprouting 
from the primary 
ones: interconnected and 
mutually stimulating!

21

Offering 
inspiration 

through our Media 
library

Adapting the 
retreat structure to 

the individual 
situation



Gradually Ekayana groups are forming in various places, as a 
natural offspring of the teachings received together, 
generating the wish to practice them with the support of 
others. Thus, a sangha network of independent groups is 
appearing --- each with its own flavour.

The common spirit is non-sectarian, which means to 
collaborate with other dharma initiatives, to share rooms 
with them, participate in common projects, and meditate 
together. These practice groups are not supervised by a 
central authority; they decide all issues themselves in the 
spirit of loving awareness. Meditations are guided in 
rotation by different members of the group.

If they wish, they may connect to the Dhagpo Kagyu 
Mandala, which has been the main source of inspiration for 
the founding of the Ekayana Institute.

As it happens now, the different groups meet with each 
other during the large annual dharma courses. This is the 
place, where new initiatives or invitations to meet are 
announced to everyone. And, of course, also via the Ekayana
newsletter, which serves as the main connection throughout 
the year.

Everyone participates
Sangha building
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Refuge ceremony in Lenzkirch
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Restoring the 
Retreat House
2016-2020



The Green Tree retreat house was the starting point for the Ekayana
Institute, which developed in parallel. Since 2016, many people have 
dedicated their work and creativity with passion and love. The old 
building was however reluctant to reveal its history, mysteries and, 
above all, its challenges.

How a building becomes a partner
Starting in 2016
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All seemed easy at first. Convinced and 
with courage we tackled the conversion of 
the house. But the old building kept 
presenting surprises. It was not possible to 
just do as we thought. It forced us to plan, 
to envisage the future and to define our 
long-term goals more precisely. With time, 
the building became a guide, and shaped 
our life as a group. It showed where our 
personal limits are, where needs want to be 
seen, and where complex relationships are 
at work.

Passion, good intentions, friends, and 
helpful obstacles.



In the garden a 5-meter-deep hole was dug over an area of 200 m! and 6 
rainwater cisterns for fire protection and toilet water were placed. 
Simultaneously, the entire screed of the ground floor and basement were 
redone in order to bring these parts of the building to the "refined shell" 
standard.

Outdoors
2020
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The entire basement was in poor condition. Statics, electrics and plumbing had to 
be demolished and rebuilt from scratch. The basement was brought to shell level.

Safety, new office and staircase
2017-2018-2019
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Upcoming challenges
2024

As the work progressed, more and more of the building's 
peculiarities came to light. Now, the work waiting for us needs to 
be continued by specialised professionals. The roof is the biggest 
challenge, since its old construction has many weak points and 
needs to be renewed.15.04.22 27

Old construction Planned construction
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The Outer 
Appearance
The retreat house is a living organism, 
shaped through its residents, neighbours
and environment



History of the 
house

Landscape 
topography

Place and 
people

Nature and
climate

Regional, 
building culture 

Respecting these internal and external factors, 
the building will fit harmoniously into its 
historical and natural environment. Skilful 
architecture connects people, place and 
tradition.
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History, tradition and community
Surrounding context

The Black Forest was hard to live in; farmers wrested their livelihoods 
from rough nature. The panels of the Shepherd’s Path circling the hills 
around the retreat house, tell of those difficult times. The 
guesthouse Grüner Baum was the living centre of Raitenbuch for 
all celebrations: baptisms, weddings, parties and funerals. It is the 
village's largest building and an important part of its identity. History 
helps us to see its qualities and to further develop them.
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Respecting local architecture

Enhancing cultural identity Regional, 
building 
culture 

(Blackforest)

We will make traditional building culture visible. Architecture 
thus becomes a way of connecting people and expressing respect 
for the environment and tradition. To do this, we needed to 
distinguish original high-quality architecture from postcard 
style imitation.

The “Bauwerk: Schwarzwald“ Association is specialized on that. 
We studied their projects and architecture to create a successful 
example of a high-quality traditional building in Raitenbuch
and to make the retreat house a gift for the environment.

The Grüner Baum project can set an example of high-quality, 
traditional and timeless architecture in Raitenbuch and thus 
underline the identity of the place in the long term and inspire 
other to follow. 
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Study of form, tradition, 
material and function. 



Before 1906 Around 1939 Since 1981

In its original form, the house had 
an open gable and well-
proportioned windows. It was 
a farm and had just a few 
guest rooms.

The Black Forest experienced a 
heyday at the beginning of the 
20th century and was very popular 
for summer visitors. During this 
time, the dining room was 
expanded to include an outdoor 
seating area. 

The house was given its "Black Forest 
appearance" with the conversion of 
the roof and Eastern façade in 1981. 
The terrace became a covered coffee 
place with a garage below.
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We bring out the former beauty wherever possible, for example by giving 
the roof a shape close to the original. The coffee place gets back a terrace 
feeling through generous windows, and the old silhouette again shows 
through in a subtle way.

When in 1981 the building was stylized like a "built Postcard", the old 
window arrangement, perfectly designed for the natural light and 
weather conditions, disappeared. We will reveal again these old 
qualities.

Revealing its original qualities
We connect with the history of the house
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The building materials come from surrounding nature, respecting 
the building tradition and sustainability. Everything can be returned 
to nature after use, and the building fits perfectly into the 
landscape.

We avoid the use of plastics, synthetic resins or any problematic 
material combinations. Rainwater cisterns, solar thermal energy and 
photovoltaics save resources. A detailed ecological concept serves as a 
basis.

Seen in its surroundings
Embedded in landscape and culture
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We use natural, simple materials and enhance their beauty and 
function through subtle positioning: A slight rotation of the railing 
planks in front of the balcony doors creates transparency for the 
person looking out. From the perspective of the garden, however, 
these private areas remain hidden from the view.

Details that express appreciation
Preserving simplicity
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In the inner spaces, the beauty of old materials, like natural stone and 
wooden beams, is revealed. But we also use modern technology to create the 
best conditions for practice: pleasant acoustics, lighting that supports 
the biorhythm, reducing electro smog, and silent ventilation.

The Inner 
Appearance
Creating good conditions for practice



The retreat house in numbers:

• Total surface: 1500 m!
• Total length of the basement: 44 m
• Total length of the ground floor: 35 m
• Four floors plus rooftop as storage
• Total height: 15.5m

The size of the house corresponds to 7 single-family 
houses!

Due to its size and public use, the structure was classified 
in the category of special buildings with the highest 
demands on fire protection and static safety (class 5).

Size of the building 
Overview
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Retreat

Enabling silence and 
encounter
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Encounter

Spaces for different needs
4 Floors

Retreat
Activity

Ground floor
Basement

1st floor 2nd floor
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Ca. 14 qm Ca. 21 qm Ca. 32 qm

• Low temperature heating in floor, wall 
or ceiling, partly as clay heating

• As much daylight as possible
• Emission-free building materials
• Reducing electro smog (LAN)
• Private bathroom in almost all rooms
• Artificial light with a healthy spectrum
• Soundproof walls and doors

Space for individual practice
Personal rooms
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Heating in wall Heating in floor/ceiling



Low temperature heating wall from 
clay, which breathes and regulates 
the humidity in the room

Sustainable, long-lasting wooden floors

Light with a healthy spectrum As much daylight 
as possible 

Sound reducing 
Doors 

Toilets with rainwater
LAN

Power switch 
against e-smog

Lime paint or silicate paint

A standard retreat room
Overview
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Original stone walls are newly exposed, with simple, natural materials 
for the furniture. An acoustic ceiling made of sustainable materials 
and finely set artificial light create calm, for the ears as well as for the 
eyes.

Large windows invite light into the house. Permanently installed room 
elements are simple, timeless and functional. Good design 
contributes directly to sustainability without binding the house to a
certain „Zeitgeist“. The residents have space for their own design and 
flexible use.

The well thought-through planning of the lighting subtly supports the 
use of the rooms and preserves the biorhythm.

In-depth practice in community
Encounter and silence
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In the meditation room, we will design the floor as a network 
illustrating our connection with each other as a community. In the 
open centre everything naturally dissolves.

Interconnectedness without words.

We invite you to contribute to this floor 
by donating individual wooden elements ---
thus becoming an active part in the retreat 
house project.

Feeling connected
Heart of the building: The meditation room
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Ecology
Sustainability in the
retreat house



DHARMA is 
ECOLOGY

Always!
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Many people feel separated from nature; they live and work in 
closed spaces, in towns, in artificial leisure worlds. The 
wisdom of mankind tells us: We are a part of nature and can 
find Awakening in our own heart mind.
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The Buddhist tradition encourages us to 
meditate in nature to discover the effects of 
actions in our own mind and body as well as in 
the environment. We come to see our impact on 
this world.
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As we see interdependence, Dharma 
becomes the inner and outer practice of 
ecological balance. Respecting feedback 
loops and interrelatedness, we do our best 
not to harm the world and its inhabitants.



The Dharma stimulates a point of view that goes far beyond our 
worldly perception, for example beyond our visible range between 
380 and 780 nm. Imagine that maybe we could disrupt a lot more 

ecosystems than we normally perceive. So it's not about the 
question of whether we are organizing the retreat house project 

ecologically. It is part of the Buddhist practice to organize the 
project ecologically.
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Dharma eyes look deeper than normal eyes. 
We see that we disrupt more ecosystems than 

we thought. To live ecologically is since all 
times an integral part of Buddhist practice.
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Ecological 
design
Transforming an old 
Black Forest house



• Photovoltaics generate 
electricity stored in a battery.

• Surplus electricity is fed into 
the communal electricity grid.

1. Wood pellet heating 
2. Tiled stove for heavy winter days
3. Solar thermal for warm water
4. Wood stove for cooking without gas 

or electricity

1

2

3

4

• Rainwater from cisterns to flush 
the toilets and

• aerators on all taps reduce 
the consumption of drinking 
water.

Using natural resources
Energy for living
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REDUCE RELOCATE ALTERNATIVES
for transportation

Reducing car usage: 30 people 
live together and experience hardly 
any need to go shopping due 
to grouped commands of almost 
all products of daily life. In Ekayana 30 people share 2 

cars, while the average in our 
region is 0.6 people per vehicle

We observe energy saving innovations 
and make use of them, if sensible.

Weekly delivery
of biological

products

Sharing and rethinking
Mobility

31 2
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Hygiene Household Personal 
Needs



Individual consumption and 
environment

Vegetables and
fruits 

Whole grain cereals, 
rice, pseudo cereals 

Beans, lentils, peas 

Nuts, seeds, Nut butters 

Dairy products, eggs or 
the non-vegan occasional 
cake 

Herbs and spices 
Vegetable oils and fats 

Conduct

• Composting our own waste (circular economy)
• Protecting wet and dry habitats around the house
• Promoting regional meadow diversity
• Landscape protection up to the house wall

• Focus on vegan and vegetarian nutrition
• Buying regional products from organic farming
• Decreasing imported and highly processed foods
• Reducing packaging waste
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Up to here:

”Have we thought of 
ALL users?”

“No, some were left out!”
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A home for many little friends
Seeing the house with other eyes

• Foreseeing alternative nesting and living 
spaces during the construction

• Using natural facade materials
• Emission-free paints
• Skilfully making all design 

elements usable for animals
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VISION for 2030:

A retreat community that 
lives environment neutral, 

not using more resources 
than directly available 

from nature.
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Living in a 
responsible way

Sustainability is long term 
ecology with many 

dimensions
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Ecological sustainability Economic sustainability Social sustainability 

Ecosystem 

• Avoiding waste 
• Protecting the climate
• Renewable raw materials 

Health 

• Emission-free (free from electro 
smog, toxic substances, mould) 

• daylight use 

Natural resources 

• Reduce fossil fuels, also in 
building materials

• Circular economy: only produce 
degradable and recyclable waste

• Reduce life cycle costs 
• Safety through modern fire 

protection and statics concept 
• Long-term usable (without 

extensive maintenance costs) 
• Long service life 
• Warranties by specialized  

companies

• Enable retreat life and 
social encounters in equal measure

• Good working conditions 
which promote communication

• Adaptable for diverse usages
• Long-term social acceptance
• Preserving and developing 

local building traditions
• Easy accessibility

Economic sustainability is evaluated based 
on the total project costs. Investment costs 

are less relevant here. The life cycle costs are 
included in our assessment, e.g., the costs 

that are incurred through usage, 
maintaining, and recycling the building.Sustainability

Further dimensions of



Making a long-term calculation
Dharma – Life cycle considerations

2%    Costs for recycling building material
4%   Project development costs

19%    Construction or 
remodelling costs

75%    usage costs

Overall building costs
for a usage phase of

100 years
(Sustainability calculation)

Durable, self-sufficient, 
in harmony with 

nature, landscape, climate 
and culture. Timeless.

10% Construction
or remodelling
costs

87%    usage costsFrom a 100-year point of view we envisage 
new requirements. Building materials not only have to 
be ecological and of high quality but should ensure a 
self-sufficient life for 100 years or more.

Overall building costs, 
for a usage phase of

50 years
(Investor calculation)
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2%    Costs for recycling 
building material
4%   Project development 

costs

With the years, the costs for usage are more 
important than the original investment.



Long-term benefits of 
the retreat house

Multiplying the wholesome
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The benefits of the retreat house
Catalysts of transformation
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1500 people will have completed 1 month of retreat, getting 
to know intensive personal practice and continuing at home.

1200 people will have completed 3 months of retreat,
developing the capacity for self-sustained practice.

200 people will have completed 1 year of retreat coming to 
a reliable understanding of how to work with their mind.

625 people will have completed 4 years of retreat with a
growing insight into their mind, understanding the 
path of liberation and awakening, able to share it with others.

32 people or more will have become full-fledged, well-
trained dharma teachers assuming the task of offering the 
teachings and practices to future generations.

This is a moderate estimation of how many people will 
benefit directly in 100 years just by doing retreats in the house.

In 100 years from now: If the Grüner Baum continues with almost the same 
numbers and the same quality, then...

Inspiring others

We meet many people and might inspire them through our 
own transformation. Loving awareness inspires! Like a catalyst, 
without effort. Family members, friends, students or colleagues will 
feel encouraged by our positive change. As we share our experience with them, 
they might begin to practice themselves and change their views, and attitudes.

In a lifetime, some 20, 30, 50 or more people might be inspired by our practice! 
Through them the benefits multiply. Some might even take up intensive 
practice. And they will know where to go: A house in the Black Forest, easily 
accessible, with open-minded people who share their practice experience and 
offer a place just for that!

In addition, many people come to our public courses. They also use our texts, 
videos and audios, Without any increase, this will amount to 5 million 
downloads in 100 years!

Considering the multiplying effects, we can benefit many people 
and truly become an agent of transformation in this world!



Ekayana extensions
into your home
Sharing experience and knowledge in the 
virtual Institute



Communicating the experience of 
loving awareness

New possibilities in the digital world

It's not just about planning the built space with foresight. 
The area of activity of the Ekayana goes far beyond the 
boundaries of the retreat house. It is therefore important to 
us to design this digital extension of the physical space in 
such a way that it is easily accessible and easy to use for 
everyone. 

Youtube Multi-content platforms/service

New Website

Newsletter
15.04.22 62

Our aim: Everything accessible on one device. 



If you like it, support the 
Ekayana Institute
Donate – or offer your help in any other way

Please send your donations via: „Dachstiftung für individuelles Schenken“

IBAN: DE 5443 0609 6701 0370 0800 at GLS Bank Bochum,  
BIC: GENODEM1GLS.

It is essential to state the purpose: "EKAYANA, Donation" and to indicate your postal 
address for the donation receipt!




